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GIUSEPPE DE LUCA was born in Rome on Christmas Day 1876. At the early
age of thirteen his singing was noticed by the famous baritone and teacher Bartolini, but it
was felt that he was too young to start serious training. However, when he was fifteen he
was admitted to the famous Accademia di Santa Cecilia in Rome, where he studied for
five years and then made his début in Piacenza in 1896. His rise was rapid. His début at
La Scala, Milan followed in 1902, and on the 6th November in the same year he created
the role of Michonnet in Cilea's Adriana Lecouvreur. On the 19th November 1903 he
was the first Gleby in Giordano's Siberia, and, on the 17th February following, he
appeared as Sharpless in the world première of Madama Butterfly.
He sang for eight consecutive seasons at La Scala and in that period made his début
at Covent Garden in 1907 as Sharpless. He also sang in Moscow and St. Petersburg, and
appeared at the Colón, Buenos Aires from 1909 to 1912 and again in 1914.
His début at the Metropolitan Opera, New York on 25th November 1915 was as
Figaro in Il Barbiere di Siviglia, and for the next twenty years the "Met" was his artistic
home. He made an unheralded appearance at Covent Garden in 1935, also as Figaro,
with Lily Pons, Dino Borgioli and Ezio Pinza in the cast. I was fortunate enough to be in
the audience. His singing showed no signs of age, the voice full and warm throughout its
range, and he acted brilliantly. He continued to make guest appearances at the "Met" until
1940, and his last concerts and recordings were made after the war. He died in New
York on August 24th 1950.
He made his first discs for the Gramophone & Typewriter Company in 1902 and a
selection of these can be heard on Volume 11 of the Harold Wayne Collection on
Symposium 1111.
He made his recordings for Fonotipia in the years 1905 to 1907 and these are the
ones chosen for this and the next albums. At this time he was in his vocal prime and
experience had greatly increased his artistry. The recordings are amazingly vivid and
show the great artist in wonderful voice. Although he had created roles in three modern
operas he remained essentially an exponent of the bel canto repertoire, the true greatness
of his singing being evident in his records of the principal Verdi and Donizetti roles.
In an age of great baritones; it included Battistini, Kaschmann, Giraldoni,
Sammarco, Magini-Coletti, Stracciari, Ruffo and Amato; de Luca held a unique place and
in his recordings are a precious legacy.
1

Le Nozze di Figaro-Se vuol ballare
The recitative preceding the aria is well done. The aria shows Figaro in determined
mood; if the Count wishes to dance, Figaro will pull the strings! De Luca sings much too
quickly to allow of much expression and I feel that, despite the beauty of the voice and
the excellent technique, he had not yet learnt to sing Mozart in the correct style.

2

Le Nozze di Figaro-Aprite un po'
In his aria from Act IV, Figaro deplores Susanna's apparent unfaithfulness: "Open
your eyes you foolish men and see what these women are really like!" De Luca is much
more stylish in the superb recitative and aria and his diction even in the most rapid
passages is exemplary.
3

Don Giovanni-Deh, vieni alla finestra
In this serenade De Luca sings easily with a smooth warm legato. He inserts a high F#
in a beautiful mezza-voce at the close of the second verse. This will no doubt offend the
purists, but when it is given so delightfully I personally find it quite acceptable.
4

Dinorah-Sei vendicata assai
Hoël, a goatherd and the lover of Dinorah, rescues her from drowning in an icy torrent
into which she has fallen. In this aria he reproaches himself for having once left her,
hoping to return when he had made his fortune. De Luca sings the aria with great feeling,
but he uses more vibrato than usual and in places it is rather excessive.
5

Il Barbiere di Siviglia-Largo al factotum
De Luca lightens the voice and sings easily and brightly as he reveals the various
activities of a busy barber. His immaculate diction enables him to enunciate the words
clearly even in the most rapid passages. There is a cut of about 26 bars at "Figaro ...son
qua" to "Ah bravo Figaro bravo bravissimo". The aria ends triumphantly on a ringing
penultimate high G.
6

Guillaume Tell-Resta immobile
Before he takes aim to shoot the apple off his son's head, Tell implores him to keep as
still as possible and to put his trust in God. De Luca sings the recitative and aria with a
dignity which is most moving in its quiet intensity.
7

La Favorita-Giardini dell'Alcazar....Vien Leonora
King Alfonso is in the gardens of Alcazar. He expresses his feelings of love for
Leonora in a recitative and aria. He has been commanded by the Pope to give up his
mistress, Leonora, but his love is too deep and he is prepared to defy the papal authority.
De Luca is at his superb best throughout in a model of bel canto.
8

La Favorita-A tanto amor
Fernando, unaware of her liaison with the king, has asked for Leonora's hand in
marriage. Alfonso in this aria ironically sings of Leonora's love and hopes that Fernando
will never have reason to curse her honour. Again De Luca is at his very best, singing
throughout with authority and great beauty of tone.
9

Linda di Chamounix-Ambo nati in questa valle
Antonio, an old tenant farmer, returns to the farm where his father and grandfather
lived, afraid of being dispossessed by the owner, the Marquis de Boisfleury. In this tender
aria he sings sadly at the prospect of losing it. Again De Luca is in superb voice and sings
movingly in a mood of quiet reflection.

10

Don Pasquale-Bella siccome un angelo
Doctor Malatesta, a friend of Don Pasquale, enthuses as he describes to his friend the
charms of his "sister". He says that she is timid and naïve, having been brought up in a
convent. Malatesta, of course, knows that she is in reality a very sprightly young widow
who is certainly well able to look after herself. De Luca lightens his voice and sings the
aria in his best bel canto style, adding a touch of humour to make it a delightful
performance. A few words of Don Pasquale, "Sposa simile" to "petto il cor", are
presumably sung here by De Luca. This and the following two pieces were recorded
shortly after the work's very successful revival at La Scala in 1904 which included De
Luca as Dr. Malatesta.
11

Don Pasquale-Pronta io son....Convien far la semplicit?
Doctor Malatesta and Norina, a young widow of his acquaintance, plot, with a very
light hearted manner, to teach Don Pasquale a lesson by arranging a "marriage". Gonzaga
is well in character as the lively widow, happily plotting to disillusion Don Pasquale. The
two artists enter wholeheartedly into the scheme and produce a sparkling record.
Gonzaga's voice is a little hard, but ideal for a character like Norina.
12

Don Pasquale-Cheti, cheti... aspetta, aspetta, cara sposina
Both artists are obviously enjoying this light hearted romp - one of the masterpieces
of comic opera. De Luca sings the role of Malatesta, but it is difficult to recognise his
voice as he disguises it deliberately for comic effect. This is a tremendous recording of a
really hilarious duet.
13

La Damnation de Faust-Canzone della pulce
The scene is Auerbach's wine cellar and Mephistopheles entertains a crowd of
revellers with this song. De Luca makes much of the long recitative which he sings most
dramatically. He is equally effective in the aria itself and includes some suitably satanic
laughs. The recording is amazingly vivid for its year.
14

La Damnation de Faust-Su queste rosa
Faust is transported to the banks of the Elbe where Mephistopheles' soothing aria lulls
him to sleep as he is overcome by the beauty of the scene. De Luca is at his most
seductive, singing this lovely aria with great warmth of tone.
15

La Damnation de Faust-E che fai tu
Mephistopheles sings his mocking serenade beneath the window of Marguerite's
house. De Luca brings out all the cruelty of the situation, singing of Marguerite's
unhappiness with obvious relish. The demonic laughs complete the atmosphere of the
scene in this amazingly forward recording.
16

Hamlet-Come il romito fior
As Ophelia's funeral cortège passes by, Hamlet, overcome with remorse, sings of
Ophelia's beauty and tragic life. De Luca is in his most lyrical mood here and sings the
difficult aria with lovely controlled high notes, taken with no apparent effort.

17

Ernani-O de'verd'anni miei
King Carlos sings this famous aria at the tomb of Charlemagne. Recalling dreams of
youthful years, he promises that, if he becomes emperor, he will make his subjects happy.
De Luca is in his element here, singing with dramatic force and deep feeling. In this aria
and the five succeeding pieces - all by Verdi - he fully justifies his reputation at the "Met"
of being the Verdi baritone!
18

Rigoletto-Pari siamo
Rigoletto muses over his meeting with the assassin Sparafucile. They are equal;
Sparafucile's weapon is his dagger, Rigoletto's is his tongue. He sings bitterly of his work
as a jester, at the beck and call of the Duke, and then recalls how he was cursed by
Monterone, eventually sweeping aside his fears as mere folly. De Luca's singing is
authoritative, indeed a model of its kind. His technical command enables him to express
Rigoletto's every feeling deeply in this wonderful recording.
19

Il Trovatore-Il balen
This is a much more conventional expression of operatic emotion, a lovely melody in
which Count di Luna sings of his deep love for Leonora. De Luca phrases impeccably
and the high tessitura causes him no problems.
20

La Traviata-Di provenza il mar
Germont père begs his son to leave Violetta and return to his home in Provence. This
is again a formal situation and affords a chance for the baritone to display his best bel
canto. De Luca seizes the opportunity and presents a splendid version of the aria in what
older opera-goers once called a "show stopper".
21

Un Ballo in Maschera-Alla vita che t'arride
Renato, friend and secretary of Richard, Governor of Boston, warns him that he
should take more care of his personal safety as there are conspirators who will try to
assassinate him. De Luca sings the aria correctly and stylishly with warm tone and
conveys his anxiety eloquently on behalf of his friend's perilous situation.
22

Un Ballo in Maschera-Eri tu, che macchiavi
The situation has changed. Renato, disillusioned by the discovery that his friend
Richard is in love with his wife, sings angrily of the latter's deceit. In this fine aria de Luca
sings quite superbly, with deep feeling, thus creating a wonderfully stylish account of
Renato's bitter resentment.
AIDA GONZAGA Little is known of Gonzaga's career. She was born in Florence
in 1879. Her work appears to have been largely in the Italian provincial opera houses; she
never sang at La Scala, Milan. She was engaged for The Colón, Buenos Aires for the
season of 1911, but did not return after that. Her Fonotipia recordings reveal a rather
hard light soprano with a very adequate coloratura technique.

FERRUCCIO CORRADETTI Corradetti was born in San Severino in 1866 and
died in New York in 1939. After a period in journalism, he had his voice trained and
made his début in 1892. Apparently, like Gonzaga, his career was mainly in Italy, though
he did appear also in other parts of Europe and in both the Americas. He seems to have
specialised in the lighter comprimario roles, where his sense of comedy and immaculate
diction offered him full scope, and in which he attained considerable success. He settled
in the United States in 1914 and turned increasingly to teaching. He was a prolific
recorder, working first for Berliner in 1899.
John Freestone.

Dr Wayne writes:
With this and its sister volume come some of my favourite baritone records. De
Luca had all the attributes of a great singer and these are amply demonstrated in the wide
range of music recorded by Fonotipia.
Most of my copies came quite easily as in the early '60s they were to be found in
many collections in Italy. Signor Longobardi of Rome was a regular source of Fonotipias
as was Alessandro Bensoli of Florence. For others, for example the Il Nozze di Figaro, I
searched high and low, finally setting eyes on it in the Maestrangelo Prospect Collection in
New York in 1964. The aria from William Tell was hard to find; perhaps its coupling,
the piece by Fasolo, made it less popular.
In Italy many titles were issued in the cheaper brown-label Odeon series, and it was
in this form that I came upon many items. Incidentally, the 59,000-series Odeon records
were pressed almost invariably from the same masters as the 39,000 Fonotipia series. An
exception was the Pique Dame aria for which take 2 was used on Odeon and take 1 on
Fonotipia.
To my knowledge, the delightful duets were only on Fonotipia and are thus quite
scarce, particularly that with Gonzaga.
I look forward to the second disc with eager anticipation.
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